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Communications 
ON CARING AND THE RESTORATION OF 

SOCIAL ORDER* 

By EDWARD J. O'BOYLE 
Lotii.rinna Tech University 

There is, in fact, only one place where fear and doom are 
truly appropriate and that is when we confront man's oldest 
habit and most terrible institution-the organized, systematic 
killing of his own kind. 

[Sarbara Ward and Kcni- Dubos, p. 2121 

In  an article which won the Helen Potter Award in 1975, J. Ron 
Stanfield [1975, pp. 153-1651 urges "a reformulation of the meaning 
of humanity and human progress" which recognizes the individual as 
a person who knows and does much as opposed to one who has much. 
His suggested paradigms for such an individual are the artist and 
the scientist. At the very end of his most recent article in the Reuiew 
[Stanfield, 1976, pp. 201-2151 he asserts that " [ t ]  he problems of our 
age stem from the 'degradation of the labor process' and the deteriora- 
tion of human life this involves" and affirms his confidence in the 
ability of the "scientific-intellectual elite" to point the way to 
restoration of social order. These papers reflect a popular and rather 
convincing socio-economic position espoused by Marxists and other 
social commentators. 

Our purpose in this communication is to show that there is a serious 
and dangerous error of omission in these works. Specifically, Stan- 
field neglects the caring aspect of human nature and its critical role 
in human survival. Surely, the social order requires the artist and the 
scientist but there is little hope of determining sound socio-economic 
theory and policy without taking into account man in his capacities 
as parent, healer, and steward. 

Let us begin with the hypothesis that the problems of our age stem 
from such a widespread and substantial devaluation of human life 
itself that human beings are viewed less and less as persons and more 
and more as objects. This objectification of the human individual is 
reflected in countless acts of violence across the world and is traceable 
to the great and growing influence of utilitarianism. 
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198 REVIEW 01: SOCIAL. ECONOMY 

Evidence as to the extent of violence in tlie nloclern world is so 
overwhelming that el;il>orate docun~cntation is 11ot required. Exam- 
ples of brutal, overt violerice conle to mint1 a11 too quickly: tllc 
exterminators of Dachau, t l ~ e  hired killers of 'I'el Aviv's L,od Airport, 
the enforcers of the CIA, the oppressors of t l ~ e  Gulag Archipelago, the 
terrorists of the RlIunicll Olympics, t l ~ c  paramilital-y gunmen of Bel- 
fast, the tank crews of Butl;~pe.st. As t l ~ e  N ~ ~ r c ~ n b u r g '  Trixls demon- 
strated, all that is needed for viole~~ce to begin is the toleration of 
the taking of one innocent l iuma~i life. 

Violcnc:~ is r:itionalizcd on grounds t11:it h u n ~ a n  life is of relative 
value depending on the extent to which the incliviclual embodies some 
value or serves some Iiigher purpose. The  k i l l i ~ ~ g  and mutilating are 
done to purify the race, liberate t l ~ e  homel;~ncl, ]-id the world of 
dictators, preserve the revolutio~~, free political prisoners, redress 
ccono~nic injustice, defend territorial imperatives. 

If violence were limited to lieadline-making cases, we might dis~niss 
it on grounds that the overwllelnli~lg nlajority of hunnan beings are 
not violent and sinlply urge the media to soften its coverage. But the 
brutalization is more comnion and subtle than that. It involves literally 
millions of victims at the beginning of life, at the end of life, ant1 at 
every point between. This covert brutality is an everyday occurrence 
in hospitals, prisons, I~omes, laboratories, merltal health facilities, 
and clinics. I t  is partially hidden from view behind such terminology 
as psycl~opharmacology, genetic engineering, backup to contraceptive 
failure, euthanasia, psycllosurgery. I t  is no less violent because po- 
tassium chloride injections, Ilypertonic saline, and vacuum aspiration 
machines are uset1 in place of napalln, machine guns, pistols, and 
gelignite. This kincl of violence is done to alter consciousness, clean 
up the gene pool, prevent child abuse, reduce the burden of taxes, 
and ironically, to moderate the violent tendencies of corlvicted felons. 

The  extent of this kind of violence is not self-evident. At times 
it may be described as innocently as the following experimental study: 

T o  investigate . . . the basic physiology of glucose metabolisnl 
in fetllses at different stages of gestation, with the object of 
determining the sequential development of cell mechanisms in 
handling glucose and other substances used as fuel. [National 
Foundation, p. 531 

During this experiment the investigators actually severed the heads of 
12 living fetuses which were obtained by abdominal hystcrotomy at 12 
to 20 weeks gestation. [Medical World News, p. 211 This particular 
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RESTORATION OF SOCIAL ORDER 199 

experiment was supported not by some satanic cult or deranged despot 
but by the March of Dimes. The  higher purpose being served in this 
case was the hope of obtaining information that would help prevent 
brain damage in newborn babies by improving physician control over 
the clinical state of the mother. 

A forensic pathologist who carefully examined the circumstances 
surrounding the killing of children reported the following findings: 

Three children, all less than one year of age, died of starva- 
tion resulting from home situations where vicious and 
thoughtless neglect or downright stupidity or both were the 
dominant factors. . . . Homicidal adult starvation is practical- 
ly nonexistent. Other than the calculated mass murders 
carried out by this method in concentration camps, it is seen 
so infrequently as to be a medicolcgal curiosity. However, 
death by this means is not uncommon when the victim is a 
child. . . . Practically all of tlle assaults resulting in these 
obscure homicides occurred in the home, where there were 
no environmental disturbances to indicate that fatal violence 
had been operative. Investigation of the home uncovered no 
overturned lamps, no upset furniture and no outcries that 
had alarmed the neigllbors or given hint of trouble. There 
were no witnesses to many such deaths. It is relatively simple 
to destroy the life of a child in almost absolute secrecy without 
the necessity of taking any elaborate precautions to ensure 
that secrecy. [Adelson, p p  1346-481 

These findings are only suggestive of the current toll since they were 
published years before the vast increases in reported abuse among 
children. 

These two examples of generally covert violence involving innocent 
and defenseless victims are not isolated cases. The  extent of violence 
in the modern age is fully detailed elsewhere' and we see no need to 
further document it  here. 

The  connection between violence and utilitarianism requires some 
elaboration. T h e  person familiar with the literature relating human 
capital theory to the problem of allocating health and welfare services 
has seen the routine use and justification of cost-benefit analysis in 
calculating the economic worth of human life2 and the employment of 
cost-benefit ratios as the principal criterion for allocating life-saving 

See Freclric Werthman. A Sign for Cain: A11 Explornlion of Hunian Violence, 
New York, 1966. 

a See, for instance, E. J .  Mishan. "Evaluation of Life and Limb: A Theoretical 
Approach," Journal of Political Econoi~ty, July-August 1971, pp. 687-705. 
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200 REVIEW OF SOCIAL ECONOMY 

rcsources.3 We might take the view that all of this is mere academic 
exercise were it not that sonle ;tc;rtlemics arc tleadly serious. At a 
confcrence which was called for tlle purpose of addressing the issue 
of when to treat (or not treat) ;rcutcly sick newl-)orll infants and wl~icll 
involved a !argc number of proriline~lt clinical-scicnce specialists from 
several prestigious U.S. nicrlic;ll schools, :III economist lnade the fol- 
lowing comments. Notice in partic~11;rr his fail~irc to differentiate 
persons from objects. 

From the ecolromist's poi l~t  ol' view, we would add LIP t11e 
benefits whicl~ wo~rlcl accrue from keeping the child alive for 
some given period of time or f1.om sustainirlg a severely Ilandi- 
capped indiviclual througho~lt his lifetillie ancl calciilate the 
costs involved in doing so. We worrld then col1ip;rre the two. 
IS the benefits exceeded tlrc costs, we woultl recommend the 
use of resources to keep the chilcl ;rlivc. If costs exceeded 
benefits, we would reco~ilmencl t l ~ ~ r t  tllose resources be a1- 
locatecl to solne otlier program wlierc benefits excecded costs. 
[Hatwick, p. 431 

Writing in a journal expressly intended for practicing physicians, a 
professor of philosophy deliberately tr;insfornis persons into objects 
in order to justify killing them. 

The  fundanlental error our senses and cmotions cause is to 
delnand that we treat everyone who looks and used to act 
like a lluman being as though he continued to be human to 
the last. l l ~ u s ,  human-looking slrapes are treated as though 
they were h~rm;rn, in spite of the fact that they lack the least 
vestige of Iiuman bel~avioi-, intellec~iori or feeling. When 
we act ill this way, we overlook the fact that the only way to 
treat such beings I~umanly is not to treat then1 21s humans. 
This is but a relatively neutral way of saying what sounds 
abhorrent to the ear and what I mysclf shudder to put on 
paper: they must be ~~~c rc i fu l l y  put to death. - - . - 
. . . Admittedly, thcre is ;l problenl in determining wliich 
among the liuman forms 1i:rs a continuing potentiality to re- 
gain tlrc I ~ u m a r ~  essence. l-his is ;I I~ard  task, and, when in 
tloubt, we should always err on t l ~ c  side of humanity. But 
there are sonlc cases, such as that of the [hydran] cephalic 
cllild, in which t l~cre is and there c:un be no doubt. With 
its head full of water, there is no reasonable basis for the hope 

B S e ~ ,  for c x ~ ~ ~ t ~ p l c ,  John S. Sprat[, Jr "The Rclalion oC 'Human C.apita1' Pres- 
ervation ro Health Costs," Atn~ricnr~ Jolt) 1l01 of Ero~lorriics clrid Sociology. July 
1975, pp. 295-307. 
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RESTORATION OF SOCIAL ORDER 201 

of human life. Pigeons have more personality-the indigo 
bunting more intellect-tlian this unfortunate mooncalf in 
our midst. 

Our society takes on the burden of its sustained support 
as though it had no cost. The  pain of the parents, the social 
cost in terms of goods and services, the opportunity of what 
else the services it uses coi~ld procure are all disregarded 
as insignificant. Our fundamental aim appears to be to keep 
this creasure breathing and growing to no end. [Lachs, pp. 
839-401 

Late last year the U.S. Congress was embroiled in a heated and 
widely-reported debate regarding government funding of abortions for 
welfare recipients. The  advocates of government-financed abortion 
base their case to a considerable extent 011 a comparison of the cost of 
an ahortion and the cost of supporting the child on welfare. This 
controversy, along with t l ~ e  recently reported Aiken, South Carolina 
sterilization incidents and the Tuskegee, Alabama syphilis experi- 
ments, demonstrate the influential role of utilitarianism in making 
health and welfare policy in the U.S. and in administering health and 
welfare programs. hlichael Lachat's extensively documented study 
[pp. 14-37] of the use of cost-benefit analysis in German National 
Socialism to select undesirable Aryans for extermination alerts us 
to the dangers that attend the single-minded use of this analytical 
device. 

I n  the space remaining we explore the antithesis of killing, ex- 
ploiting, using, that is caring, and discuss this quality of human 
nature as it  relates to birth and the period immediately afterward, to 
death and the needs of the dying, and to the resources of our planet. 
The  discussion is based mainly on the work of Willard Gaylin, Richard 
Lamerton, and Barbara Ward. 

I11 Caring psychoanalyst Willard Gaylin illuminates the linkage 
between the caring nature of human beings and survival of the human 
race. 

Man cares because it is his nature to care. Man survives be- 
cause he cares and is cared for. We may hypothesize that it 
is of our nature to destroy our own kind, but this will always 
remain purely a Ilypothesis. . . . But the goodness inherent 
in man is no theory. I t  cannot be a product of culture 
because no species constructed as peculiarly as Inan could 
have survived to a point of culture without possessing at its 
core a supremely loving nature. . . . We must see our cul- 
ture and institutions themselves as being derived from the 
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caring aspect of our specics' 11;rture. Civilizatiorl is, at least 
in part, a form of crystallized love. I Gnylin, 1,. I S ]  

Caring is deeply rooted in man's I~iological past. I t  predates science, 
art, and religion. Indeetl therc is stro~ig cvide~ice from Inore thiul 
50,000 years ago tliat Neantlcrtllal Illan practicecl caring in order to 
insure group survival. It is one of the ;~l,solute values that cliffercntiate 
human beings bom aninlals. [Dubos, pp. 45-46) 

Curing focuses specifically on  lie protective, parental, tender aspects 
of lovirlg between motller and cliilcl during tlic period i~rlrnediately 
following birth. Tlie social ecorlomist who is corlcerlled a b u t  mall's 
social nature as well as liis indivitl~~al nature rilay profit from a better 
understanding of the mot.lier-child ~elationship because it is ' I .  . . the 
essenti;il paradigm ~vhose prcsencc is necessary for tlie cliffusion of 
this h~lman quality into othci. aspects and relationsliips of life." 
[Gaylin, p. 631 

In enumerating tlie cjualities that separatc human k ings  from all 
other creatures, Gaylin shows that the most unique one is tlle total 
l~elplessness of tlie human infant. 

This prolonged early helplessness demands mucl1 from the 
parent and imposes a new set of rules in tlie relationship of 
the individual to llis developing society. No other animal 
exists for so long a time in so llelpless ;I state. And no helpless 
animal ill its infancy is endowed 1vit11 so much awareness; 
as the 1iunl;in child clevelops, he soon becomes cognizant of 
his utter helplessness-as well as his dependence on those 
around him, and their goodwill, for his survival. If gestation 
is colisiderecl to extend tllrougli the year beyond birth, it is 
a peculi;ir kind of gcstatiori, for it is tllc gestation of ;In 
aruure fetus who, while helpless to act, is not helpless to 
perceive, and ~ l i t l l  that pei-ceptioli is lei~rning lessons lie will 
never forget. Amolig those lessons, the most crucial one is 
the link between helplessness, care, and s~~rvival .  [Gaylin, 
P 271 

Gaylin emphasizes tliat it is the a?tlorint of contact-feeding, holding, 
stroking, playing, talkiilg, tickling, syuee~ing-moue than the kind 
wliich is significant in normal development. I p. 611 This observation 
lnay have profouncl implicatio~is [or working palents who rationalize 
their time away fro111 llolne 011 grounds that it is the quality not the 
quantity of time spent with their children that really nlatters. 111 
this regard Gaylin doesn't p~ l l l  any pullclies: early deprivation is 
one of tlle stlongest factors in the development of the psycl~opatl~. 
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KESTOKAT~ON OF SOCIAL ORDER 203 

[p. 611 He is unable, however, to specify how loving contacts early 
in life can be guaranteed in a society where work has become a moral 
imperative. 

In Caring four stages in the development of the baby immediately 
after birth are examined in detail. Tile first, attachment, refers to 
the bond between mother and child. The  second, separation, is, the 
emergence from the symbolic union with mother and the develop- 
ment of self-reliance. Tlle third, identification, is the process 
". . . whereby through.an incorporation of another human being and 
his values, we are influenced in our behavior by that person and act 
as though we were directed by that other person with his entire sense 
of experience." [Gaylin, p. 951 The  fourth, conscience, is the inter- 
nalizing of a model of goodness. All four stages are critical to the 
development of an adult who is loving and caring. 

Conscience and guilt, Gaylin asserts, are directly connected to 
group survival. [p. 1371 However, there is another way of guarantee- 
ing group survival which produces joy and pleasure: giving that is 
based on identification and empathy with the small and helpless in- 
stead of the strong and capable. 

The  paradoxical lesson of identification is that we achieve our 
unique selves via our fusion with others. Whatever individ- 
ualism means, it is something we can only gain through early 
attachments to, later identifications with, and, finally loving 
of other people. T o  find ourselves we must embrace others. 
[Gaylin, p. 1131 

Thus, caring on the part of parents for their children is no mere 
sentimental platitude. Neither is it masochistic self-sacrifice. Rather, 
it is an obligation in contributive justice which not only helps en- 
sure human survival but also indirectly and unintentionally brings 
about the personal fulfillnlent that parents frequently seek in vain by 
more direct and intentional means. 

In Care of the Dying physician Richrlrd Lamerton describes the 
needs of the dying and in great detail shows how those needs are to 
be met. His book is a practical guide to help those who are faced with 
the responsibility of caring for the person who is about to die. Lamer- 
ton teaches through the presentation of numerous case histories drawn 
from his experience as Medical Director of St. Joseph's Hospice in 
England, a specialized health-services institution for the dying. 

A hospice is more than brick and mortar: it is a concept of care 
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2 04 REVIEW OF SOCIAL ECONOMY 

for the dying which originated in Ireland in the nineteenth century 
and has spread around the world, reaching the U.S. several years 
ago. I t  reduces the arguments of the euthanasia lobby to irrelevancies. 

TO fail to provide for tlie needs of the dyirig is to fail in 
a basic duty. The  self-evident requirements of a dying man 
are to have his symptoms relieved, and to be allowed to die 
with dignity and peace of mind. If we evade all the difficult 
problenls he presents, and just kill him, we have failed. 
Whether such euthanasia were voluntary or not is irrevelant: 
it is our duty so to care for these patients that they never 
ask for euthanasia. A patient who is longing to die is not 
being treated properly. If we are not treating him properly, 
the solution is to improve our treatment, not to kill him. 
[Lamerton, p. 951 . . . Proper care is tlie alternative to 
[euthanasia], and will be universally available as soon as 
there is adequate instruction of medical students in our teach- 
ing hospitals. [Lamerton, p. 1001 

In  Care of the Dying Lamerton documents through clinical trials 
that even constant pain can be controlled and that when narcotics 
are properly titrated against the patient's pain, addiction does not 
develop. [pp. 15 and 46-47] Additionally, he shows how to relieve 
headaches, nausea, anxiety, loss of appetite, breathlessness, diarrhea, 
constipation, coughs, and cramps. [Lamerton, pp. 49-50] blost funda- 
mentally the person who is dying needs someone to hold his hand. 
This need is convincingly shown in the following first-person account 
of a nurse who is dying. 

. . . We may ask for why's and wherefores, but we don't 
really expect answers. Don't run away . . . wait . . . all I 
want to know is that there will be someone to hold my hand 
when I need it. I am afraid. Death may get to be a routine 
to you, but i t  is new to me. You may not see me as unique, 
but I've never died before, to me, once is pretty unique! 
[Lamerton, p. 52 ] 

For this reason hospices have a rule that no one is to die alone. 
[Lamerton, p. 541 

From Lamerton's perspective, the hospice concept of care puts the 
principle of contributive justice into practice. 

. . . As I am a parent, it is my duty to feed my children. As 
1 am a doctor, my duty is to restore my patients to health. 
Parliament has the duty to govern and defend the realm, the 
Trade Unions to defend the rights of their members. Always 
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RESTORATION OF SOCIAL. ORDER 205 

it is something owed to the weaker by the stronger. In the 
natural order of things the men to whom we owe the most, the 
ones who receive most, are therefore the weakest, the poorest 
and the humblest. Is this not what civilization is all about? 
Nature requires of us. that we provide our best care, our 
greatest concern, our strongest protection, for the infant and 
for the senile and dying, because they cannot help themselves. 
[Lamerton, p. 951 

Efforts to transform physicians who care for the dying into exe- 
cutioners through the legalization of mercy-killing are likely to have 
terrible consequences. What patient who is in great pain and knows 
that he is terminally ill but has not put his affairs in order would 
trust the physician who prescribes a drug when the same physician 
uses the same basic method to take the life of another patient in 
extremis? Further, if the essential trust between doctors and dying 
patients is broken will it not tend to collapse between doctors and the 
families of those who are dying, that is, the living? And if this trust 
is lost throughout the health-care system, does it not follow that an 
important part of the total comlnunity is destroyed and that, in turn, 
human survival is further jeopardized? Assuming that our argument 
is substantially correct, health-service providers who care are critical 
to survival or, put differently, caring on the part of persons in the 
healing professions is a moral obligation. 

In The Home of Man economist Barbara Ward undertakes a most 
ambitious study of the places ". . . where all the world's peoples, 
save for dwindling groups of nomads, are born, live out their lives, 
and go to their death." [p. l ]  The  issue of the human habitat is 
examined in terms of three priorities: settlement by design, settle- 
ment for people, and the conserving and enhancing settlement. [Ward, 

P. 101 
Ward discourses at length about managing the water, mineral, and 

energy resources of planet Earth with greater care. She is a severe 
critic of nuclear energy and a strong advocate of solar energy, especial- 
ly in small-scale applications. In addressing the issue of the deter- 
minants of an environmentally stable society, she points out that 
at the community level the most important element is the quality 
of the citizen's care. [Ward, p. 2561 

In  addition to calling for conservation of our planet's resources 
and protection of Earth's environment, Ward espouses the cause of 
the poor people of the world. In this regard two facts are emphasized. 
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carelessly depleted, and she has a clear vision of how they are to be 
employed. T h e  tern1 that captures the I~uman cj~~alities which Ward 
seeks to encourage is "stewardship" and given her final renlarks in 
The  Home of Man-"We nlust love each other or we must die." 
[:I). 2941 -it is evident that she secs stewarrlship of our planetary re- 
sources as an obligation in contributive justice for all human beings. 

In conclusion, we do not mean to inlply that the restoration of 
social order can be accomplisl~ed witl~out the ;trtist and t l ~ e  scientist. 
Kather, our meaning is that without the parent, the healer, and the 
steward, Stanfield's twin paradigms are insufficient to that chal- 
lenging and noble task. 
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